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Abstract
Transducer-based models, such as RNN-Transducer and
transformer-transducer, have achieved great success in speech
recognition. A typical transducer model decodes the output sequence conditioned on the current acoustic state and previously
predicted tokens step by step. Statistically, The number of blank
tokens in the prediction results accounts for nearly 90% of all
tokens. It takes a lot of computation and time to predict the
blank tokens, but only the non-blank tokens will appear in the
final output sequence. Therefore, we propose a method named
fast-skip regularization, which tries to align the blank position
predicted by a transducer with that predicted by a CTC model.
During the inference, the transducer model can predict the blank
tokens in advance by a simple CTC project layer without many
complicated forward calculations of the transducer decoder and
then skip them, which will reduce the computation and improve
the inference speed greatly. All experiments are conducted on a
public Chinese mandarin dataset AISHELL-1. The results show
that the fast-skip regularization can indeed help the transducer
model learn the blank position alignments. Besides, the inference with fast-skip can be speeded up nearly 4 times with only
a little performance degradation.
Index Terms: Transducer-based Models, Speech Recognition,
Fast-Skip Regularization, CTC model

1. Introduction
Transducer-based models [1, 2, 3, 4], such as the RNNTransducer (RNN-T) [5, 6, 7] and Transformer-Transducer (TT) [8, 9, 10], have been widely applied for speech recognition. Compared with the attention-based encoder-decoder models [11, 12, 13, 14, 15], the transducer-based models predict a
new token conditioned on the previous output tokens and the
current encoded frame rather than the whole acoustic encoded
sequence, which make it can be directly applied for streaming
speech recognition. Different from the CTC model [16, 17, 18],
transducer-based models can model the linguistic dependencies
between the output tokens.
A typical transducer-based model consists of three components, an acoustic encoder (also named transcription network),
a linguistic predictor, and a joint network, as shown in Fig.1.
As the same as the CTC models, the transducer models adopt
the forward-backward algorithm to optimize all possible alignment paths and decode the output sequence frame by frame.
This characteristic affects the inference speed of the transducer
models from two aspects. On the one hand, the frame-wise operation forces the transducer to pass through the transducer decoder (including the linguistic predictor and the joint network)
at each step of inference, which leads to a lot of calculations.
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Figure 1: The Architecture of Transducer-Based Models
On the other hand, due to the fact that the frame-level output
probability lattice contains a lot of alignment paths with the
same prefixes, the transducer models have to merge the probability of these duplicated paths. To our knowledge, there are
four kinds of methods to address these two problems. Firstly,
the neural transducer [19] and sync-transformer [20] split the
acoustic encoded states into some fixed-length chunk and predict the output sequence chunk by chunk, which has made a
significant change in the structure of the transducer model. Secondly, the neural aligner [21, 22, 23] forces the model to decode
at most one token based on one acoustic frame, which simplifies the output probability lattice of both the training and inference but it still adopts frame-by-frame inference. Thirdly, [24]
also directly applied the one-step constraint to the inference of
transducer-based model, which is a simple and limited method.
Finally, a recently proposed model named State-Less RNN-T
[25, 26] utilizes a simple embedding layer instead of the traditional multiple RNN layer as the linguistic predictor, which
improves the inference speed by reducing the computation of
predictor. However, this method also makes it difficult for the
transducer to capture the long-range linguistic dependencies.
We notice that the transducer model will produce a lot of
blank tokens during inference. The blank token stands for silence or duplicated token, which will not appear in the final
predicted result. The prediction of each token must depend on
the forward calculation of the transducer decoder. Furthermore,
we find the predicted blank tokens account for over 90% of all
the tokens. Based on this observation, we assume that the inference process can be speeded up by predicting the blank tokens
in advance with some simple computation and then skipping
them. In this paper, we propose a novel method named fastskip regularization (FSR) to make the transducer model depend
on a CTC project layer to predict the blank tokens in advance.
The FSR introduces a CTC module into the transducer model.
And it forces the transducer model to align the blank position
with that predicted by the CTC project layer. During the inference, the transducer model can skip the blank token based on
the prediction of the CTC project layer, which makes the output
probability lattice be sparse and improve the inference speed

greatly. All the experiments are conducted on a public Chinese
mandarin dataset AISHELL-1. The results show that the FSR
can align the blank position predicted by the CTC and transducer accurately. The inference process can be accelerated up
to 4 times with only a little performance degradation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
introduce the details of our methods in Section 2. Our experimental setup and results will be presented in Section 3. The
conclusions and future works will be given in Section 4.
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(a) The Output Probability Lattice of Transducer-based Models

2.1. Transducer
Transducer models can transcribe the acoustic feature sequence
into the target sequence directly. As the same as the CTC
model, the transducer introduces a blank token ∅ to represent
the duplicated tokens and silence. Given an input sequence
x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xT ) with length T and the target sequence
y = (y1 , y2 , ..., yU ) with length U , the transducer aims to maximum the log-probability P (y|x):
X
Ltransducer = −lnP (y|x) = −ln
P (π|x) (1)
π∈B−1 (y)

where π indicates any one alignment path and B−1 (y) represents the space which contains all possible alignment path, as
shown in Fig.2(a). It is very challenging to calculate P (y|x)
by enumerating all possible alignment paths. Therefore, the
transducer introduces an efficient forward-backward algorithm
to optimize all possible alignment paths [1].
The forward variable α(t, u) means the sum of the probability of all the possible paths, which begins with the start token y0 (= ∅) and ends with yu at the t-th frame. Given the
t-th frame and the predicted token sequence y0:u−1 , the probabilities of predicting ∅ and yu are represented as ∅(t, u) and
y(t, u) respectively. For all 1 ≤ t ≤ T and 0 ≤ u ≤ U , the
forward variables can be calculated recursively using
α(t, u) = α(t − 1, u)∅(t, u) + α(t, u − 1)y(t, u − 1) (2)
And all paths begin with y0 (= ∅), it means α(1, 0) = 1. The
conditional probability P (y|x) can be expressed by the forward
variable at the terminal node.
P (y|x) = α(T, U )φ(T, U )

(3)

Similarly, the backward variable β(t, u) means the sum of
the probabilities of all possible paths, which begin with yu at tth frame and end with yU (=∅) in the last frame. The backward
variables can be expressed as
β(t, u) = β(t + 1, u)∅(t, u) + β(t, u + 1)y(t, u)

(4)

where the initial condition β(T, U ) = ∅(T, U ).
Given an input feature sequence x and a target sequence
y, the probability p(y|x) is equal to the sum of α(t, u)β(t, u)
over any top-left to bottom-right diagonal through the nodes.
That is, ∀n : 1 ≤ n ≤ U + T
X
P (y|x) =
α(t, u)β(t, u)
(5)
(t,u):t+u=n

(b) The Probability Spikes of CTC-based Models

Figure 2: Illustration of Fast-Skip Regularization. (a) indicates
the output probability lattice of the transducer-based model.
The gray transfer path means the alignment sequence without
FSR. The orange transfer path means our expected alignment
sequence with FSR. The symbol ∅ means the blank token. (b)
shows the spikes graph generate by the CTC project layer. The
FSR will force the vertical non-blank transfer of the transducers
to align with the non-blank spikes generated by the CTC models. And the horizontal transfers are consistent with the blank
positions of the CTC model.
2.2. Fast-Skip Regularization
We try to make the transducer model able to predict the blank
tokens ∅ in advance without depending on the forward of the
transducer decoder. Therefore, we propose a method named
Fast-Skip Regularization (FSR), which forces the transducer
model to align the predicted blank position with the blank position of the CTC model.
Inspired by the FastEmit [27, 28, 29], we utilize FSR to
adjust the probability of possible alignment paths on the output
lattice of the transducer model. We define a variable At,u to
represent all the possible alignment paths that pass thought the
node (t, u), as the blue node shown in Fig.2(a). The conditional
probability P (At,u |x) can be decomposed into two terms:
P (At,u |x) = α(t, u)β(t, u)
b
= P (Anb
t,u |x) + P (At,u |x) =
α(t, u)y(t, u)β(t, u + 1) + α(t, u)∅(t, u)β(t + 1, u)
{z
} |
{z
}
|
predict non-blank token

(6)

predict blank token

where the first term P (Anb
t,u |x) indicates the probability of all
the alignment path transferred from the blue cirle to the green
circle (vertical direction) and the second term P (Abt,u |x) means
the probability of all the alignment paths that transferred from
the bule circle to the orange circle (horizontal direction).
Based on the observation that the transducer loss aims to
maximum the log-probability regardless of their emission position [27], we try to make the blank token positions predicted

by these two models be consistent. We introduce a CTC module into the transducer model by putting a project linear layer
at the top of the acoustic encoder. Afterwards, we define the
blank probability predicted by the CTC module based on the
t-th frame as Ctb , as shown by the black dot line in Fig.2(b).
Similarly, Ctnb , as shown by the colorful spikes in Fig.2(b), indicates the non-blank probability. And there is the following
equation relationship between them: Ctnb = 1 − Ctb . We introduce the token position information of the CTC model into the
training process of transducer. For ∀n : 1 ≤ n ≤ U + T , there
is
Ltransducer+f sr = Ltransducer + λLf sr
X
= −ln
[P (At,u |x)

(7)

(t,u):t+u=n
b
b
+ λCtnb P (Anb
t,u |x) + λCt P (At,u |x)]

where λ is the FSR weight utilized to balance the regularization
term and transducer loss. The second term Ctnb P (Anb
t,u |x) encourages the transducer model to predict the non-blank tokens
(vertical transfer in the Fig.2(a)) at the spike position. The third
term Ctb P (Abt,u |x) encourages the transducer model to learn the
blank position predicted by the CTC model (horizontal transfer
in the Fig.2(a)). The gradients of transducer model with respect
to blank and non-blank prediction can be further rewritten as
(1 + λCtnb )α(t, u)β(t, u + 1)
∂L
=−
∂P (k = yu |t, u)
P (y|x)
(1 + λCtb )α(t, u)β(t + 1, u)
∂L
=−
∂P (k = ∅|t, u)
P (y|x)

(8)

During the training process, the FSR regularization will make
the transducer models tend to choose the possible alignment
paths matching with the position prior knowledge from the CTC
module. Now that we introduce an external CTC project layer,
the final joint loss function can be expressed as:
Ljoint = LCT C + Ltransducer + λLf sr

(9)

2.3. The Fast-Skip Inference
The traditional transducer models decode the output sequence
frame by frame along the time axis. At each decoding step, the
linguistic predictor and joint network can be calculated once
respectively, which takes a lot of time and resources. The FSR
can assist the transducer model to learn how to predict the blank
tokens at the same positions as the CTC model. This makes the
transducer model can predict the blank tokens in advance and
skip them.
During the inference, the fast-skip transducer first computes
the blank probability Ctb by the CTC project layer. If the Ctb
is great than the skip-trigger threshold δ, the t-frame will be
skipped. Otherwise, the t-th frame will be marked as triggered
and the transducer model will continue to decode based on the
current acoustic encoded frame. In order to avoid the deletion
error caused by the misalignment of the predicted blank tokens,
we set a fixed-length spike-window (Wlef t , Wright ) based on
the left and right frames of the triggered position. The Wlef t
and Wright is the number of the left and right frames. The
operation of expanding will sacrifice the inference speed to keep
the performance degradation of the model as small as possible.

3. Experiments and Results
3.1. Dataset
In this work, all experiments are conducted on a public Mandarin speech corpus AISHELL-11 . The training set contains
about 150 hours of speech (120,098 utterances) recorded by 340
speakers. The development set contains about 20 hours (14,326
utterances) recorded by 40 speakers. And about 10 hours (7,176
utterances / 36109 seconds) of speech is used as the test set. The
speakers of different sets are not overlapped.
3.2. Experimental Setup
For all experiments, we use 80-dimensional Mel-filter bank coefficients (FBank) features computed on a 25ms window with a
10ms shift. Each feature is re-scaled to have zero mean and unit
variance for each speaker. We chose 4233 characters (including a blank token ’∅’, a unknown token <UNK> and a padding
token <PAD> ) as model units.
In this paper, we only compared the experiments based on
the transformer-transducer(T-T) model [8]. The T-T consists of
12 encoder blocks and 6 decoder blocks. There are 4 heads in
multi-head attention. Both the output size of the multi-head attention and the feed-forward layers are 320. The hidden size
of feed-forward layers is 1280. The 2D convolution front end
utilizes two-layer time-axis CNN with ReLU activation, stride
size 2, channels 320, and kernel size 3. The joint network contains an acoustic project linear layer, a linguistic project linear
layer, and an output linear layer with input size 640. We adopt
an Adam optimizer with warmup steps 12000 and the learning
rate scheduler reported in [30]. After 150000 epochs, we average the parameters saved in the last 20 checkpoints. We also
use the time-mask and frequency-mask method proposed in [31]
instead of speed perturbation. We just apply the simple greedy
search method for the following experiments. The more results
based on other decoding methods will be reported in the future
work. Besides, we did not utilize the external language models.
We use the character error rate (CER) to evaluate the performance of different models. For evaluating the inference speed
of different models, we decode utterances one by one to compute real-time factor (RTF) on the test set. The RTF is the time
taken to decode one second of speech. All experiments are conducted on a GeForce RTX 2080Ti 12G GPU.
3.3. Results
3.3.1. Comparison of the Models with Different Weight λ
Table 1: Comparison of the Models with Different Weight λ
(CER %).
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

FSR Weight λ
0.000
0.001
0.003
0.005
0.01
0.02

Dev
13.18
7.56
7.07
6.95
6.80
6.91

Test
13.95
8.04
7.78
7.52
7.36
7.58

In this section, we compare the models trained with different FSR weights λ. All the evaluated models set skip-trigger
threshold δ to 0.5 and spike-window to (1, 1). The results
show that the model with an FSR weight of 0.01 (No.5) can
achieve the best performance on both the development and test
set. When the weight λ is equal to 0 (No.1), the regularization
is abandoned, which is equivalent to utilize a multi-task training
1 https://openslr.org/33/

Figure 3: The Visualization of Alignment Relationship between the Transducer Model and CTC Model. The upper figure captures the
most possible alignment path of the transformer-transducer during the greedy search. The lower one is the spikes graph predicted by
the CTC module. The spikes with different colors stand for different tokens. The blue dot line indicates the blank probability.
method to accelerate the convergence of the transducer model.
Under this condition, directly decoding with fast-skip inference
may make the model mistakenly skip some key frames and lead
to large performance degradation. In the following experiments,
we adopt the FSR weight 0.01 as the default parameter.
3.3.2. Comparison of the Length of Expanding Window
Even applying the fast-skip method, we can’t guarantee that
the transducer model can learn the blank alignment accurately.
We construct a fixed-length window around the trigger spike,
and all the acoustic frames in the window will be triggered,
which could avoid missing some key frames due to the misalignment. As shown in Table.2, the expanding window is indeed able to improve the model performance. When the window
width reaches a certain level, the performance of the model is no
longer improved, which also confirms that the FSR could make
the blank position predicted by these two models close. As the
window becomes wider, the computation of the model increases
gradually, which leads to the decrease of the inference speed.
Table 2: Comparison of the Length of Expanding Window (CER
%).
No. Wlef t Wright Dev Test
RTF
1
0
0
7.03 7.75 0.0352
2
1
0
6.92 7.50 0.0473
3
0
1
6.90 7.49 0.0480
4
1
1
6.80 7.36 0.0601
5
2
1
6.64 7.21 0.0738
6
1
2
6.64 7.20 0.0727
3.3.3. Ablation Study
Table 3: Ablation Study on the Inference Process (CER %).
Model

No.

FSR

FSI

Dev

Test

RTF

T-T

A
B
C
D

"
"
%
%

"
%
"
%

6.80
6.40
13.18
6.32

7.36
7.15
13.95
7.12

0.0601
0.1983
0.0615
0.2122

This section focuses on the importance of different components. All the evaluated models with FSI set skip-trigger threshold δ to 0.5 and spike-window to (1, 1). In order to facilitate the
description, we mark the above four models as A, B, C and D
respectively. Comparing model A with B, we find that the FSI
could improve the inference speed nearly 4 times although he
also brings a little performance degradation. The performance

degradation can be alleviated by enlarging the window in the inference process. In the comparison of model A and C, it’s easy
to observe that the transducer model without FSR has a great
performance degradation, which also proves that the fast-skip
regularization is effective. The model D trained jointly with a
CTC module can be regarded as a baseline model. Compared
with the model D, the transducer models with FSR (A and B)
just have a little performance degradation.
3.3.4. The Visual analysis of Alignment
To further study the impact of the FSR, we draw the picture as
shown in Figure.3, which captures the positional alignment relationship between the transducer model and the CTC model.
There is a frame-by-frame correspondence between these two
subgraphs. We notice that the predicted alignment path in the
upper part of Fig.3 starts at the 15-th acoustic frame. And the
CTC model predicts a spike based on the same frame. It is no
coincidence that each vertical shift of the T-T corresponds to a
spike predicted by the CTC module. This proves our assumption that the transducer model could skip the blank position predicted by the CTC model in advance to reduce the computation
and accelerate the inference.

4. Conclusions and Future Works
A typical transducer model decodes the output sequence conditioned on the current acoustic state and previously predicted
tokens step by step. Statistically, the number of blank tokens in
the prediction results accounts for nearly 90% of all tokens. It
takes a lot of computation and time to predict the blank label,
but it will not appear in the final output sequence. Consequently,
we assume that the inference process of the transducer can be
accelerated greatly if the blank tokens can be predicted in advance just depending on simple computation, and then skipped.
This paper proposes a method named fast-skip regularization,
which tries to align the blank position predicted by a transducer
with that predicted by a CTC model. During the inference, the
transducer model can skip the frames predicted by a simple
CTC project layer as blank tokens. All experiments are conducted on a public Chinese mandarin dataset AISHELL-1. The
results show that the fast-skip regularization can indeed help the
transducer model learn the blank position predicted by the CTC
module. The inference with fast-skip can be speeded up nearly
4 times with only a little performance degradation. In the future,
we will focus on how to accelerate the training and inference simultaneously by applying the fast-skip regularization. We also
provide more results based on the different inference methods
and different dataset.
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